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"God always geometrizes" 
Plato

Pioneer Women
Geometry
Contrasts
The Circle as the ultimate symbol of Devine symmetry and balance. 
The Triangle,  the symbol of creativity, the uplift and illumination. 
Curves and   Angles.
White and Black.
The penetrating Greek light and the inner meaning.
The collection Geometry refers to the creative journey of finding the balance 
between contrary forces, so that symmetry and the Geometrical harmony will be 
created. Colors inspired by the palette of the Greek landscape, classic patterns 
from the Geometric period and a touch of modern material come to combine 
eclectic elements aiming to promote the woman's independent and  dynamic 
nature throughout the ages.

Geometry collection is inspired from the first female Greek mathematicians, that 
their will for progress  was a revolution against the existing status quo.



Aithra black



Aithra black



Nikarete white



Aithra natural



Aithra natural



Areti black



Areti black



Years ago you said:
"Deep down I am a matter of light" 
G. Seferis

Pythais natural





Diotima black





Hypatia black





Melissa white



Melissa natural



Diotima natural



Diotima natural



Diotima gold



Areti natural



Before writing his eternal  works , the Great Poet Homer, was calling upon the Muse 
Kallioppe , as protector divinity of the Epic  Poetry and the Arts , to provide him the 
inspiration for his difficult task.

On the other hand , the Heroes of his poems were calling upon the winged Goddess Niki 
(Victory) which is always the target of any fighting person.

Kallos (beauty) and Niki (victory) were two meanings of great importance in the Ancient  
world and remain  as an Inspiration for the modern man today.

The beauty of creativity that will lead to victory of uniqueness and dissimilarity.

The brand “Kalliniki”, inspired by these ideals, designs luxurious hand-made sandals, 
crafted by highly skilled artisans, using  fine quality raw material.
The design lines of the sandals are simple,clean-cut and dynamic at the same time.

Kalliniki is the victory of beauty that resides in every woman.
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